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Fab & Ren
Project Summary

Logline: A young woman from the city is helped when her car breaks down on a rural farm by
its owner, a tough-as-nails no, no-nonsense older woman with deep dark secrets. Together, they
must gain skills to combat the young woman’s violent ex-husband hunting her down.

Fab & Ren is about friendship and overcoming your demons. A dramatic thriller in the vein of
The Invisible Man, Set It Off, Thelma and Louise, andWitness.

Synopsis: FAB, also known as Gabriella, has just signed her divorce papers and is set to board a
train to California to meet her boyfriend, PHILIPPE, a musician. She changes her mind after a
nightmare where her ex-husband NYLE finds her and attacks her on the train. Trusting her
instincts, she drives through America’s heartland instead.

Fab’s only source of company is a meditation tape that Phillipe made with a beautifully
composed score called For Fab. She travels into Iowa with a few bags in the hopes of reaching
her destination. Then her engine seizes because of having no oil, and she is stuck.

Only REN, a rural farm owner with a house by the highway, offers her any chance of a
warm place to stay with food to eat since Nyle is hunting her. At first, Fab & Ren don’t connect
because of their ways of dealing with the world. Where Fab is coarse and outspoken, Ren is
uptight and proper. The two soon realize they have more in common than they both know. Their
evolving friendship forces Ren to come to terms with her traumatic past and Fab to know she can
control her destiny. Their friendship helps them face the impending dangers of Nyle, who is
about to descend on them on the farm.

Cast of Characters
FAB: A young woman escaping the residue of a brutal marriage to a sociopath. She tries to start
new by moving from Chicago to the outskirts of San Francisco. She has the mouth of a truck
driver, the bling of a movie star, and a desire for a better life.

REN: An older recluse manages her family farm with a few workers with a traumatic past. A
victim of and witness to domestic violence as a young child, she becomes determined to help her
new friend in any way possible.

NYLE: A brutal man who doesn’t physically harm Fab but harms everyone around her as a form
of psychological punishment. He justifies his despicable actions as being nothing personal.

PHILIPPE: A handsome musician that offers Fab a healthier relationship and a chance to start
anew.
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